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Nau mai haere mai! Welcome!

Welcome to Module 4 Designing Feedback!

This handbook is the accompaniment for Module 4 of AUT Essentials+ (Modules 3-5).

  

Module aims and learning outcomes
This module will explore the crucial role that feedback plays in learning and in empowering students. It will 
look at how new approaches to feedback design, including peer to peer, can help students to implement 
feedback and be active participants in the feedback process. The following are important questions when 
planning feedback and considering feedback strategies:

• What is feedback?

• Why feedback?

• When should feedback happen?

• What makes feedback effective?

• How might students experience feedback?

• How can you enable a feedback dialogue?

• How do we meet feedback challenges through assessment design?

• How can we develop practical feedback strategies?

By the end of this module, participants will be better able to:

• Recognise how assessment and feedback designs are interlinked;

• Design appropriate feedback opportunities into their practice;

• Identify how students can be engaged with feedback processes.
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How to use this handbook
This handbook contains all of the information used in the Module 4: Designing Feedback workshop.

The material is purposefully presented in a way different from the slides used in the workshop 
presentation, as they are designed to do different things. If you want a copy of the slides please ask, 
although all of the material is in this handbook already.

This handbook is designed to help you work through activities in the workshop, and specific activities are 
included with space for you to write down key information or ideas that these activities may generate. You 
are encouraged to annotate and personalise this booklet and make it your own. Remember that noting 
things down can help you think about the activities and discussions and also capture some of the ideas for 
later use.

Look out for the navigation keys throughout this handbook: 

Apply 

Maui’s hook guides us beyond our current understanding. Follow Maui’s hook to 
reach forward, respond to questions and activities, and extend your awareness, 
knowledge, and teaching practice.

Gather 

Tane’s baskets of knowledge provide us with resources that connect us to the 
experiences and knowledge of others. Use these resources to shape and form your 
awareness, knowledge and teaching practice.

Resources:
Links to referenced resources are available on the digital version of this handbook at altlab.aut.ac.nz.

https://altlab.aut.ac.nz/
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What is feedback? 
In education, feedback has generally been structured as an input by teachers to students rather than 
a process in which students need to be involved. Teacher feedback is a crucial part of our professional 
responsibility and is firmly located in the practice of intentional teaching for active learning.

A working definition of feedback

To outline how we intend to use feedback with a focus of an action, we look to this definition from the 
Feedback for Learning | Closing the assesment loop website:

“Feedback is a process in which learners make sense of information about their 
performance and use it to enhance the quality of their work and learning strategies”

In sum, we view feedback as a continuing process, where students have the opportunity for sense 
making, about their learning performances, which they can then apply to future work and experiences.

We all need feedback for development

We all need feedback to give us a sense of orientation and progress. Students like to have a sense that 
they are following a developing learning trajectory. For teachers, it helps us lead students towards 
progressive competence in their knowledge acquisition and application, whether that is more generalised 
(e.g. acquiring skills and strategies for academic integrity), or specific (e.g. being proficient in Python 
programming).

What does feedback in higher education really mean?

Feedback has been identified as one of the most powerful drivers of student learning. However, feedback 
is sometimes an afterthought in both learning design processes and pedagogical practice.
 
In higher education the purposes of feedback are multifaceted and perform several functions. For 
example, feedback may: 

• Correct errors

• Develop understanding through explanations

• Generate more learning by suggesting further specific study tasks

• Promote the development of generic skills by focusing on the evidence of the use of skills rather than 
on the content

A deeper dive into how feedback for learning works in this multi-university project. 

http://newmediaresearch.educ.monash.edu.au/feedback/
http://newmediaresearch.educ.monash.edu.au/feedback/
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• Promote meta-cognition by encouraging students’ reflection and awareness of learning processes 
involved in the assignment

• Encourage students to continue studying
(Gibbs and Simpson, 2011, p.19-20)

By nature, feedback is a vital part of the learning process: it helps students and teachers make sense of the 
learning that has been achieved and what is to come ahead. Instead of feedback being a transmission of 
information, ideally feedback has an impact.

Figure 1. The impact of feedback

 
What feedback is not

It is also useful to distinguish what feedback is not. Feedback is not:

• Simply a justification for a mark

• About every aspect of an assessment

• The final point in a process 

The higher education feedback culture is shifting. Until very recently, feedback was commonly viewed 
as a product of assessment, for instance, a grade given to students, or framed as “marking”. Instead of 
positioning feedback as a key point in the learning process, it is experienced by many teachers as hours of 
written essay comments with those marked essays left uncollected at the end of semester, i.e. a ‘feedback 
graveyard’. Such unread (and therefore unidirectional) commentary makes little impact on students’ future 
performances.
 

Enables active 
sense-making

Makes 
actionable
changes

Enhances
student

achievement
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Formative feedback and summative assessment cycles 

Formative assessment is used interchangeably with feedback. However, both formally and informally, 
feedback covers every instance of the learning dialogue about students’ performances which students may 
have with their teachers, with peers, with an audience, and with themselves.

As a broad generalisation, we talk a lot about summative assessments and not so much about formative 
feedback. Too often feedback is offered summatively as a product. For example, students get an indication 
of their performance in terms of a mark or a grade, and sometimes receive personalised information about 
the quality or specifics of their performance once the semester is complete. There are some good practical 
reasons for this position that revolve around administration and practicality (and notably this is a difficult 
issue for individual teachers to resolve).

So let’s return to the potential of formative feedback. Informally and formally teachers can facilitate 
feedback as structured or spontaneous occurrences. However, we do need to plan when that feedback 
will occur; and take care in framing what we have to say; and ensure that the student receives and takes 
notice of it. We also need to remember that feedback is just as valuable for positive as well as negative 
observations. It is all too easy to focus on the negative and to point out where the student has gone wrong, 
failed to understand or acted inappropriately. However, demonstrating correct skills, applying knowledge 
well, or making effort, all benefit from positive reinforcement. Whether spontaneous or planned, feedback 
needs to be specific, rather than vague. Here are some examples of vague feedback which do not progress 
learning: “no, that’s the wrong answer”, “you did that very well”.

Differentiating assessment and feedback

Although assessment cycles and formative feedback loops are interconnected in a symbiotic relationship, 
it may be an advantage to consider assessment and feedback as having separate learning outcomes. 
Recent research (Winstone & Boud, 2020) highlights six key issues that often arise when assessment and 
feedback processes are used interchangeably:

1. Students focus on grades

2. Comments justify grades rather than support learning

3. Feedback is too late to be useful

4. Feedback subordinated to all other processes in course design

5. There is an overemphasis on documentation of feedback

6. The downgrading of feedback created by requirements for anonymous marking

Have you experienced any of the aforementioned issues by not differentiating the 
purpose of assessment and feedback?
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From an information focus to an action focus

Let’s now consider the old and new paradigms of feedback practice conceptualised by Winstone and 
Carless (2019) :

Figure 2. The feedback paradigm shift (Winstone & Carless, 2019)

The above figure shows the paradigm shift from an older transmission feedback practice of written, 
monologic comments to a newer feedback practice which focuses on student engagement, student 
uptake, and the impact of feedback on learning. This feedback paradigm shift marks the necessity of 
cultivating a feedback culture in our classes.

INFORMATION
Old Paradigm of Feedback

ACTION
New Paradigm of Feedback

DESIGN
• Feedback as information

• Focus on delivery

• Students receive comments

• Cognitivist

• Feedback as sense-making

• Focus on student uptake

• Students generate comments

• Social constructivist

Listen to Naomi Winstone discuss the need of a paradigm shift in higher education 
feedback culture on Episode 4 of the Learning Scientist podcast: Feedback with Dr. 
Naomi Winstone

In your experience, what kind of feedback culture does your feedback practice fit? 
Information or action?

https://www.learningscientists.org/learning-scientists-podcast/2019/5/23/episode-41-feedback-with-dr-naomi-winstone
https://www.learningscientists.org/learning-scientists-podcast/2019/5/23/episode-41-feedback-with-dr-naomi-winstone
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Why feedback?
 
So...why do we feed back?

Feedback can:

• Reinforce and encourage positive efforts and learning outcomes

• Indicate when a change is needed for students to develop further

• Be a source of motivation and self-esteem

• Improve interpersonal relationships 

Another way to reconfigure our relationship to feedback’s crucial role in higher education is to consider 
a synonym of feedback: a response. It is also important to consider where responses happen, in a 
dialogue. We hope that through this module you can reframe the traditional role of feedback, from being 
a summative, one-way, evaluative judgement to conclude an assessment or a paper, to become a dialogic 
response between students and faculty, and between students themselves (peer to peer feedback; self- 
reflection/self-evaluation). 

Figure 3. Feedback as dialogue
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Feedback as sense-making

It is important to keep remembering that feedback is not a product of, but part of the active learning 
process. The impact of feedback is how students make sense of the feedback, and in turn how they make 
sense of their learning, and use the feedback to inform what they are doing next. Feedback should be 
both a response to students’ past learning and a response to their possible future learning gains. Recent 
research (Carless, 2016; Carless & Boud, 2018; Tai et al., 2018) has clearly highlighted that feedback needs 
to have a place to land so that students may engage with the feedback, uptake the feedback, and then use 
the feedback in future tasks.

Figure 4. Feedback as part of the sense-making process

Feedback can instil students with confidence and the belief that they have control over their own success.

If we want feedback to have an impact on learning we need to reframe feedback as a dynamic co-
construction between students and their work; and take the time to give feedback a deliberate design. 

Feedback helps students make sense of their current performance and how to close the performance gap 
in future performances.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Engage Uptake Use
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Empowering students through feedback- Honouring te Tiriti in Aotearoa 
education 

Honouring te Tiriti also emphasises the crucial role that feedback plays in learning and in empowering 
students to empower themselves:

Figure 5. Empowering students through feedback (Adapted from Hei Mahi Ako, Ako Aronui Framework)

The feedback challenge

At this stage it is worthwhile considering the elephant in the room: some of the practical challenges 
related to feedback in higher education. 

The Feedback for Learning | Closing the assesment loop website has summarised the research which 
pinpoints why feedback is sometimes seen in a negative light by both students and teachers:

• Students often complain they do not get enough feedback

• Students often complain they want more detailed feedback in their written comments

• Teachers spend a considerable amount of time generating feedback which is often not engaged with 
or applied

• Feedback is often diagnostic but lacks clear strategies for improvement and students lack 
opportunity to apply it to future tasks or performances

• Students are unfamiliar with effective feedback strategies for peer feedback processes and self-
reflection processes

(explain/clarify)
Feedback provides  

knowledge of the process 
that enables the learner to  

understand and further  
develop their knowledge 

and understanding

Whakamana
(empower)

Feedback to students 
should be constructive and 

also empowering

http://newmediaresearch.educ.monash.edu.au/feedback/
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“The most powerful single moderator that enhances achievement is feedback. The most 
simple prescription for improving education must be dollops of feedback. This does not 
mean using many tests and providing over-prescriptive directions. It means providing 
information about how and why the student understands and misunderstands, and what 
directions the student must take to improve”. 

(John Hattie, Influences on Student Learning)

What makes feedback effective?
Reflect

“Learners do not learn […] from being told, even when they are told repeatedly in the 
kindest possible way” 

(Sadler, 2015, p.16).

Valuing feedback in the learning process

Numerous studies show that students value feedback, however, they do not always receive or participate in 
effective feedback. Feedback is successful when it is understood and valued by students and teachers.

Here is a recap of some key considerations to reflect upon to ensure that your feedback processes are 
intentional and transparent:

Partnership
Feedback is one element of the educational dialogue between teacher and student, student and student; 
and between the student and their performance. It is part of the student’s relationship with their learning 
and relies upon participants being willing and prepared to engage. The receipt of feedback requires 
the recipient to listen or uptake, have a chance to clarify, and then to reflect and then to act. Feedback 
opportunities are successful when students and teachers understand and value feedback, and we facilitate 
a feedback culture in our papers. 
Signposting

Why is feedback so important in the teaching and learning experience? 
Do you agree or disagree with the John Hattie quote below?

Do you agree with Sadler that teacher-telling does not help students achieve 
learning gains? How so?
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Be sure to signpost feedback clearly, especially in face-to-face contexts. If teachers do not clearly signal 
when they are providing feedback for students to apply, students may not notice it or appreciate its 
relevance. 

Timeliness
In providing feedback, we need to be sure that the student is ready to receive it. Throw a ball at someone 
who’s looking the other way and they are very unlikely to catch it.  The partnership around feedback 
necessitates a need for awareness and responsiveness. Timeliness also speaks to providing feedback when 
students can still use it - for feedback opportunities to be actionable they need to happen before the final 
marking process.

Self-Regulation
Self-regulation is the ability of students to set goals to be reached, have effective strategies to achieve 
their goals, and the ability to put those strategies into play. To develop self-regulation, students should 
know:

• What good performance is

• How current performance related to good performance

• How to act to close the gap between current and good performance 
 

(Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick, 2006, p. 204)

The seven principles of good feedback practice

Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick (2006) identify seven principles of good feedback practice which support 
student self-regulation. Their 2006 article marked a seminal shift in feedback research where students 
were considered proactive participants rather than reactive receivers in the feedback process. 

Nicol & MacFarlane-Dick 2006 view these seven principles as good feedback practice for student 
learning gains. They believe that feedback:

1. Helps clarify what good performance is

2. Facilitates the development of self-assessment

3. Delivers high quality information to students about their learning

4. Encourages teacher and peer dialogue around learning

5. Encourages positive motivational beliefs and self-esteem

6. Provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance

7. Is used to improve teaching (Note: we discuss this further in Module 5) 

How can we generate feedback practices which are ‘fit for purpose’? How can 
we build in effective and timely feedback points? How can we facilitate effective 
spontaneous feedback?
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This student-centred shift then allowed a profound shift in the role of assessment being a key component 
in the learning process rather than a solitary student endeavour. 

Written Feedback Exemplar Activity

Let’s reflect on a real-world example of feedback:

Feedback Exemplar 1

Use of literature:

Well done on some exceptional work interweaving the literature with your own ideas - I am 
excited to see what you may produce from researching evidence-based practice in the future 
as an academic practitioner.

Relevant literature has been used effectively throughout your essay, to back up the ideas 
presented to support your reflection. It is excellent to see further research undertaken to 
connect ideas beyond the learning materials.

With main key concepts such as reflective practice, continue to research on the Library 
databases or Google Scholar so you can read seminal theorists/articles/books based on 
the number of citations and that way you are bringing your sources into the realm of peer 
reviewed credibility e.g., Rogers, R. R. (2001). Reflection in higher education: A concept 
analysis. Innovative higher education, 26(1), p. 37-57. 

This approach means that you are researching around your learning. That way you are 
bringing your sources into the realm of peer reviewed credibility as well as familiarising 
yourself with academic discourse and key specialist language to utilise in your writing.
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Now let’s feedback on some feedback. Mark where you think the feedback exemplar is in relation to six 
of the seven principles of effective feedback:

The feedback ... Yes Kind of No Notes

Helps clarify what good 
performance is

Facilitates the 
development of self-
assessment

Delivers high quality 
information to students 
about their learning

Encourages teacher and 
peer dialogue around 
learning

Encourages positive 
motivational beliefs and 
self esteem

Provides opportunities 
to close the gap between 
current and desired 
performance
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How might students experience feedback?
Interlinking assessment and feedback through developing evaluative 
judgement

It is now common practice to use learning outcomes (LOs) to frame our papers and to utilise explicit 
criteria and rubrics to assess students’ work. Having transparent LOs and a standards-based framework 
allows students to have clear goals in what they need to master and apply. 

As discussed, central to formative assessments are feedback processes which help students understand 
how complex judgements about their work and/or performances are made, and which also allow authentic 
experiences of being evaluated and evaluating others. This evaluative judgement is key to operationalising 
formative feedback activities, such as self and peer review where individual students develop evaluative 
judgement and increase their understanding of the assessment, the criteria and what makes quality work. 
It is imperative for educators to implement feedback processes which allow students to narrow the gap 
between their performance and the standards that are expected to be achieved. 

The shift away from unidirectional summative feedback focus to a focus on students’ continual 
engagement and use of feedback considers four areas of scaffolded learning activities:

• Guiding and informing student expectations of feedback

• Embedding ways to develop students’ self-evaluative abilities

• Supporting students to manage the emotional effect of feedback

• Designing ways to compel students to use feedback
(O’Donovan et al., 2019)

Engagement

To engage students with feedback, understanding the level of the learner, the importance of the learning, 
the effect of the feedback and the process of feedback are all important considerations.

The emotional effect of feedback

Feedback can be viewed as a gift but can also be seen as anything but. Educational psychology purports 
that emotional affect is a key factor in student motivation. It is therefore essential to contemplate how 
feedback might be experienced by students and by teachers, and how different purposes of feedback are 
effective for different feedback outcomes.

The goal of feedback in education is to start a dialogue to ultimately improve students’ performance or 
at least their knowledge about the performance. Therefore, focusing on corrective feedback can backfire. 
Feedback is not only to highlight where students are going wrong but to tell them where they are going 
right.  

The central idea of feedback being a process is aimed at empowering learners. Therefore usable feedback 
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is essential; as is considering the complex factors which influence and mediate feedback, such as 
emotional affect. Teachers can enact positive emotional affect (and therefore motivation and self-esteem), 
by using encouraging comments, a considerate tone, and acknowledge the efforts the student has 
invested and the achievements they have made. When we talk about the impact of feedback it is important 
to acknowledge the detrimental effect it may have on students. 

The information avoidance effect

Think of a novice tennis player asking for feedback and receiving constructive critique of their serve, 
stance, backhand, forehand and style. Obviously, these general critiques would be disempowering rather 
than empowering and therefore, demotivating. In psychology this is known as the information avoidance 
effect. If we are given too much information or asked to change a huge number of things we naturally shut 
off and avoid the information. We need to target the skill development and strategy which will help the 
student move forward the most.

Consider again how whakamana (empower) and whakamārama (explain/clarify) 
speak to the idea that feedback is a powerful tool to raise students up rather than 
negatively affecting their learning trajectory and ultimately being disempowering. 
How can you frame your feedback to be more empowering?

In your experience what are some of the reasons why students may not engage 
with feedback?  What are some reasons for students to engage with feedback?
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When should feedback happen?
Tick, tock

Feedback is both a response to students’ past learning and also a response to their possible future learning 
gains. Feedback processes are complex. Many factors may influence and mediate the processes, such as 
timeliness. Timely feedback gives somewhere for feedback to land and allows opportunities for feedback 
to be actionable. To increase feedback uptake, we need to design tasks so that the use of feedback is 
built into the process. Building feedback points transparently and intentionally into the learning and task 
process allows students to be agents in how they uptake and apply the feedback as well as being partners 
in the feedback dialogue.

For example, the student’s self-regulation and evaluative judgement is a key feature in the feedback 
design below:

Figure 6. An example of feedback design in practice

Feedback design

Framing feedback as a process allows us to clearly see that feedback is not a full stop at the end of an 
assessment, but a comma; a reflective pause before the learning continues.

Orientation to 
standards, learning 

outcomes and purpose 
of assessment

Assessment draft 1
Students self 

evaluate/Peer evaluate

Assessment draft 2 Students ask teacher 

Compare judgements to 
exemplars

Assessment submission 
with request for specifc 

of feedback process

Final assessment mark 

Students self 
evaluate/Peer evaluate
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Feedback as a continuing process

Hattie and Timperley’s (2007) research shows how feedback can be built into iterative feedback points in 
the learning process. They do this by framing how feedback should continually answer three questions for 
students about their performance and their desired learning goals:

Figure 7. Key questions for students which feedback can answer (Hattie & Timperley, 2007)

Hattie and Timperley (2007) saw these key questions as a way to reduce discrepancies between a student’s 
current performance and a desired goal. They also saw each of the three questions working at four levels:

• Task level: How well are the tasks understood and/or performed?

• Process level: The main process needed to understand the tasks

• Self-regulation level: Self-monitoring, self-directing and regulating of actions

• Self-level: Personal evaluations and affect (usually positive about the learner)

It is useful to keep these questions in mind as we consider the impact of feedback on learning and student 
achievement.

Where am I 
going?

How
 am I going?

Where to  
next?

How can these feedback points be utilised in the learning process of an AUT 
paper you are working on or have worked with in the past? How can we enable a 
feedback dialogue?
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A two-way conversation

Figure 8. Feedback in dialogue

In the higher education context, there is a professional need to clarify what feedback is and what we 
should be doing with feedback in our learning and teaching processes.

In the past, much of the information and advice around feedback was teacher-centred. More recently, 
researchers and educators have started to focus on the dialogic nature of feedback for learning. Therefore, 
students need to be prepared for feedback. This includes having a reflective outlook and being receptive 
and willing to seek out feedback (Winstone et al., 2017).

A simple thing we can do, particularly within large cohorts of students, is put students in control of 
requesting feedback. By encouraging students to ask for feedback on specific things, we encourage them 
to access control over thinking and inquiring about their work and their learning experience/s.

Feedback needs a place to land

“But merely receiving feedback does not lead people to develop their skills: using 
feedback does.”

(Winstone, 2019)

As noted, feedback after a summative assessment at the end of a semester will be too late to be engaging, 
dialogic or effective.

Carless and Boud (2018) propose four interrelated features to enable student uptake of feedback by 
empowering students with feedback literacy:

1. Appreciating feedback

2. Making judgements

3. Managing affect

4. Taking action

To enable a feedback dialogue, student uptake of feedback is a necessary component. Feedback needs to 

Student 
Performance
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be understood and internalised, or recognised and applied. Feedback without dialogue creates frustration 
and disengagement. Dialogue can be achieved through teacher-student, peer to peer or group discussion. 
For instance, feedback dialogue can be implemented through exemplars of an assessment and asking 
students to discuss what they think and what they would try to do by predicting the issues they may have. 
This peer dialogue allows students to access a deeper negotiation with their learning and sense-making.

Closing the gap

Helping students troubleshoot their own learning and self-correct reduces the gap between intended 
learning outcomes and the work produced. By providing opportunities in design for students to utilise 
feedback, they can then improve their performance in subsequent assessments. However, according to 
Boud and Molloy (2013), often commonplace feedback practices are criticised in student evaluations as 
not meeting their needs. Learning information needs to be explicit to enable change: it is important that 
criteria, assessments and feedback should always highlight how the learning is transferable to a future 
paper, to study skills or strategies and future career.

Like everything else in learning and teaching, feedback is not one-size-fits-all. Feedback tasks and 
activities need to be adaptable to meet differing student needs. Consider how to engage all students to 
be self-regulated learners by utilising criterion-referenced self-reflections and non-graded formative 
feedback tasks to allow all students to take action and devise strategies to improve their work.

Actionable feedback 

A key thing we can do to meet the challenges of feedback in assessment design is to ensure that feedback 
has an opportunity to be actionable. Obviously, teacher-to-student feedback is given in hope that students 
will take it on board and apply it to their knowledge and performance in related tasks in the future. To 
ensure uptake takes place we have to build feedback uptake opportunities into the assessment design. 
Also, to ensure that feedback influences students’ life-long learning we need to make sure that uptake can 
occur within the paper around their performances.

Self-evaluative strategies

Student’s self-regulation and developing evaluative judgement are essential components to make a 
feedback culture sustainable. It is important to provide opportunities for students to practise self-
evaluation and develop their capability in this area. 

Developing students’ self-evaluation strategies  

Could you involve students in self-evaluation of their work even before it is submitted? The use of a 
self-evaluation pro-forma can not only mean that students provide themselves with evaluation, and 
hence feedback, on their draft work, but gives them a basis on which to improve the work before final 
submission. This then, in turn, may help to make your own feedback less onerous because some problems 
will already have been addressed, and you can refer to the proforma as a speedy way to highlight 
remaining issues.   
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Developing evaluative judgement 

A key student skill is to develop and apply evaluative judgement; to make decisions about the quality of 
their own work and the work of others. Developing evaluative judgement empowers students’ great and 
(necessary) graduate capabilities to improve their work and to meet their future learning needs. A strategy 
to develop students’ evaluative judgement is to use exemplars of tasks as a key component in the peer and 
self-feedback cycle. 

Inner feedback

Building upon the crucial development of student self-regulation and evaluative judgment, Nicol (2019) 
has recently framed these learning skills and strategies as developing a student’s inner feedback. 
Students’ inner feedback can be developed through the explanation and discussion around the learning 
tools used in a paper: learning outcomes, learning criteria, graduate attributes, exemplars and strategies 
for peer feedback and whole group discussions. Once developed, this ongoing internal feedback does not 
rely on tasks and prompts but on the student’s individual capacity to self-generate evaluative judgement 
and an ongoing feedback dialogue independently of teacher facilitation.

Peer feedback

Developing peer feedback activities not only supports students in developing inner feedback and self-
evaluative strategies but also positions students as central to the feedback dialogic process. Peer feedback 
activities also reinforce student centredness and enables greater student gains and agency in their own 
learning journeys/narratives.

Rubrics and Criteria

Rubrics and criterion-referenced standards are excellent feedback tools. These rubrics can effectively 
explicate expectations as students need to know what is expected of them. For rubrics to impact on 
students’ feedback uptake, they need to understand criterion explicitly.

Rubrics, exemplars and peer review processes based around criteria can help students understand how 
criteria-based assessments link to feedback. For students to understand how criteria work you could:

• Facilitate a learning activity based around the criteria and LOs e.g. an in class discussion or activity 
such as “Criteria Crunching”

• Use a learning activity with exemplars of high quality and low-quality work which students can use to 
clarify standards and help students set goals

• Peer review: the process of reviewing another student’s work allows the reviewee to receive ideas for 
consideration while simultaneously allowing self-reflection about their own work

This also allows students to access new perspectives to apply to pre-assessment submission.
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Get feedback on your feedback

Enlist the support of a colleague(s) to check feedback points, rubrics and other tools. Colleagues from 
our own discipline as well as from other areas can be very useful in helping us ensure the validity and 
reliability of our feedback resources and the actual feedback we give. 

How do we meet feedback challenges through design?
The needs of an engaging, dialogic feedback culture

As well as facilitating a culture of feedback, as teachers we need to structure the feedback experience. 
It is quite likely that we will not have any influence over assessment decisions, however, we can build in 
feedback loops which will impact student submissions. 

We need:

• To design feedback opportunities and key feedback landing places in our papers where students can 
have control over what they choose to do with that feedback

• To increase student uptake of feedback by providing these feedback landing opportunities as well as 
the culture of feedback we choose to facilitate in our classes 

• Students to understand that feedback is a shared responsibility and a 50/50 partnership. This 
acknowledgement of dialogic feedback culture will help develop student agency and engagement 
with feedback (Winstone et al., 2017) 

• To repurpose our efforts of summative feedback and put it somewhere else in the feedback design 
such as in an outline, or a draft where any detailed feedback could be used by the students - 
feedback needs somewhere to land

• When we do grade that final work or performance, to grade it against a rubric that students 
understand and let more detailed feedback come from themselves in a self-evaluation or their peers 
in peer feedback sessions

• To think about reserving some of the final grade to evaluate how well students have used the 
feedback from the draft towards their final performance. This could be acknowledged by the student 
in a written or audio comment about how they have done this

• To think about feedback and how to use it as a tool to think about learning

• To build feedback explicitly into the assessment process to signal the importance of feedback

• To ensure feedback does not come after a task, but that is an ongoing process. We need to map out 
assessment journeys and make sure feedback is in places where it can be used and can have impact

• To encourage students to discuss feedback in office hours, or in online Q and A

• To provide safe spaces/platforms, such as in Padlet, where students can voice their questions 
anonymously
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How can we develop practical feedback strategies?
As a teacher, developing practical feedback strategies that you can apply (spontaneously or in planned 
activities) will help to cultivate a feedback culture and enhance students’ experience. Below are our 
suggested strategies for you to utilise to improve your feedback practice. 

Where am I going (what are the goals, the success criteria)?

Idea 1: Engage students with exemplars

Exemplars are not model answers. They are carefully selected examples of authentic student work from 
previous cohorts (anonymised and with permission) or teacher-constructed examples (based on your 
extensive experience of the kinds of responses and common mistakes students make). They are chosen to 
typify and illustrate designated levels of quality or competence. The concrete nature of exemplars means 
that they are able to convey messages in a way that nothing else can. Carefully selected examples can not 
only help students to ‘see’ what the teacher expects with regard to the task in hand, they can also enable 
students to: 

• Gain a feel for what the final product looks like in terms of layout, structure and language

• Develop their insights into the nature of academic writing

• Raise awareness of the diverse ways a task might fruitfully (or erroneously) be tackled 

• Hone students’ evaluative skills

Approaches  

Provide examples 
Choose examples which will help students firmly grasp task requirements. Seeing examples of, say, how 
to organise a report or answer a particular type of exam question can develop students’ insights into 
the required style and help them develop their technique appropriately. You can also raise awareness, if 
appropriate, of diverse high-quality ways of addressing a complex task (when there isn’t a single ‘correct’ 
answer, but multiple inventive and creative responses are possible).   

Feedback in practice 
Help students practice applying criteria to samples of work. Building students’ capacity to monitor their 
own work entails developing their ability to ‘see’ what distinguishes good work from that which is less 
effective. Giving students access to a range is useful e.g. examples which illustrate designated standards of 
quality or competence in each grade.  

Enable students to reflect deeply on, and discuss, what high quality work looks like 
Opportunities for analysis of the samples with extended discussion (peer-peer, but also, importantly, 
teacher-guided) is important here. The conversation and dialogue which flows from collaborative analysis 
of exemplars can be a vital ingredient to the successful use of exemplars. Social interaction, balanced with 
clear teacher guidance, provides feedback whereby interpretations are shared, meanings negotiated and 
expectations clarified.  
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Producing with feedback in mind 
Use exemplar-based activities to develop students’ skills to monitor their own work while they are 
producing it. Learning to evaluate peers’ work, via exemplars, helps develop their assessment literacy in 
low-stakes situations. By comparing and contrasting examples, students can be supported to learn to 
make evaluative judgments about the extent to which subject content has been mastered and generate 
feedback, so they’re gradually enabled to become less reliant on external regulation. Help them see the 
salience of practising making evaluative judgments about examples, whereby they’re learning to ask 
themselves questions (self-assess) e.g. ‘How am I going?’ ‘Is this right?’ ‘How can I tell?’ ‘Should I go 
further?’ ‘What other steps could I take?’ 

Idea 2: Review the marking criteria/rubric with your learners

Students rarely ingest and internalise the meaning of criteria and or rubrics. They may read course 
handbooks that contain carefully explained statements of assessment criteria at programme, course and 
task level, but report finding them difficult to understand and apply to tasks. The words in assessment 
criteria and grade descriptors are often quite opaque and dense for students (and staff ), being rich in tacit 
understandings and disciplinary discourse.  They require sophisticated interpretive skills.

Approaches 

This exercise begins to engage students in making meaning from the criteria and discussing the notion of 
quality:

 › Students are asked to read through assessment criteria

 › Individually rewrite on their own

 › In small groups they share their different interpretations, and write up best suggestions on flip chart 
paper, pin on walls, and wander around the room to see how other groups have interpreted these

 › These drafts can be refined to create a student-friendly set of criteria for a particular task, that are 
aligned with the criteria that you have created

At the end of the exercise, students and staff will have engaged in dialogue about the meaning of criteria 
and quality; and questioned and interpreted the language of criteria and grade descriptors. 

Idea 3: Create a short signposting video

Another way to help your students better understand your expectations is to record a short video (no 
more than five minutes) in which you articulate your expectations for an assessment and offer advice to 
students about what you are looking for. This will give you the opportunity to go through the marking 
rubric and address the typical errors that students make in one of your assessment, or common areas for 
improvement in students’ work.  

You could also discuss the functions of feedback and clarify your purpose, so as to expand students’ view 
of what you hope your comments will achieve. For example, you might hope to generate more learning 
by suggesting further specific study tasks; to develop understanding via explanations; to highlight inter-
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connections; to enhance skills; to stimulate reflection and awareness of learning processes; to help 
students learn to evaluate their own work.

Approaches 
 › The video does not need to be too polished and if you feel cofortable including yourself (as opposed 

to opting for a voiceover PowerPoint) this will help to make it more personal for the students

 › Keep the video short – no more than five minutes – and use the captioning facility available in 
Panopto, so your video has subtitles

 › Think carefully about the timing of when you release the video – it needs to be early enough so that 
students can incorporate your guidance, but not so early that students are not engaging with the 
assessment

How am I going (how am I progressing towards the goal/standard?)

Idea 1: Student feedback before a final assessment submission is made

Students should have multiple opportunities for feedback. Within your paper, build in time-frames where 
students need to submit an initial draft/prototype/outline/project plan etc. This process can be formalised 
by attributing marks for participation in the self-evaluation and peer feedback processes. As it is a huge 
motivating factor for students to have an audience for their assessment submissions, consider how 
student submissions can be actualised authentically e.g. as multimedia presentations or website portfolios.

Approaches 
 › You can provide a self-assessment checklist or ‘set of criteria’ which students can complete prior to 

submission of the formative essay. The students reflect on how well they have met the criteria

 › Teachers can then use the same checklist or criteria when providing feedback  - this can speed up 
the process

 › Combine the exercise with workshops where resources/evidence are reviewed, and aspects of the 
essay/report are unpacked in more detail

 › Students need to be provided with some guidance on how to self-assess, and how to apply the 
criteria in the self- assessment checklist

Idea 2: Feedback through online quizzes 

Well-designed, regular quizzes can be used as activities to encourage students to self-assess their 
progress. The quiz may be less focused on achieving marks than on testing knowledge and understanding 
and providing some immediate feedback.

Approaches 
 › Online quizzes are most effective when students receive automated feedback as they are completing 

it
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 › Whilst a ‘mark’ might be achieved, it may be preferable to focus on designing the feedback on each 
question so that the outcome is improved learning. The feedback provided is key – particularly for 
incorrect responses – these should include an explanation of why it is not correct and perhaps links 
to further reading

 › You can limit time available for completion and the number of attempts permissible – strategy needs 
to be driven by the aims of the assignment

 › Students need to have clear guidance regarding the purpose of the quiz and its formative function

 › It will help students if you make the link between the quiz and the module ‘content’ or ‘learning 
outcomes’ explicit and the links between the learning developed by the quiz and subsequent 
summative assessment(s) clear

As a teacher, you can review the cohort’s responses to each question. Are there particular topics with 
which the students seem to be struggling? Try and find time to review and ‘unpack’ the quiz in class and 
revisit answers, group performance etc.

Idea 3: Feedback through polling tools

Incorporating interactive polling tools (e.g. Mentimeter) and utilising VLE automated quizzes allows 
students and teachers to gain immediate feedback about the learning activity.

Approaches 
 › Students need to have clear guidance regarding the purpose of the quiz and its formative function

 › The link between the quiz and the module content or learning outcomes needs to be made explicit

 › The link between the learning developed by the quiz and subsequent summative assessment(s) needs 
to be explicit as one feeds into the other

 › Whilst exercises like this can be used at any point during a module or a course, there may be 
particular value early on as an ‘ice-breaker’ (a method of facilitating communication and integration) 
as it gives students a chance to forge connections with one another and the learning environment

Idea 4: Encourage students to direct their feedback 

To enable a more student-centred view of feedback, space should be made for students to ask for specific 
feedback on an area of their learning submission e.g. “Please comment on this aspect of my work”. To 
which you can ask: “What will you do with this information you receive?”

Approaches 

 › To do this, encourage students to think about feedback in advance and target your feedback 
accordingly 

 › Require students to submit their responses to a short questionnaire with their assessments, where 
they reflect briefly on questions such as:  

• What do you think the best aspect of this assessment is?  

• What (if anything) did you struggle with in this assessment? 

https://www.mentimeter.com/
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• What would you expect your mark or grade to be for this assessment? 

• What do you think might have helped you to get a higher mark or grade? 

• If you’d had another two hours, what might you have improved?

 › By understanding ‘where the student was coming from’ we are more able to provide specific, 
constructive feedback that aligns to their points of concern and helps to progress their reflection and 
learning 

 › When providing positive feedback, expand on such with specific examples of what was impressive/
what earned the student high praise to encourage them to extend their efforts and aim for positive 
feedback again 

 › Check quickly in plenary, with a cohort of students, how useful they found your feedback on their 
self-assessment; Mentimeter is a useful polling tool  

 › Provide opportunities for students to discuss with their peers how they will apply their learning from 
the feedback process to their future work and future papers 

Idea 5: Peer review

Student internalise goals and standards by engaging in the process of evaluating their own and other’s 
work. Research shows that explicit written criteria are less powerful in guiding standards than the social 
process of talking about what constitutes quality and a shared understanding of it.

Approaches  
 › Students bring in a prepared 500-word piece of writing with a pre-allocated student number and 

hand in to lecturer at the beginning of the session 

 › The lecturer shuffles and redistributes to members of the class, ensuring that no-one has received 
their own work 

 › Students are given 20/30 minutes to read and write comments on back of submission 

 › These are collected and distributed back to the authors, who talk in pairs about the feedback they’ve 
received 

Plenary discussion about the most significant types of comments made, the process, and about what made 
a good piece of work. 

Where to next (what opportunities do I have for further improvement & 
learning)?

Idea 1: Separate feedback from the mark

One way to do this is to return students’ feedback with no final mark and engage the students in a 
dialogue with the feedback process. They can be asked to reflect upon the feedback they have received 
and submit their reflection. This is an opportunity to enact feedback as a dialogic process, (students’ 
feedback on your feedback) and for both you and the student to consider what impact it may have on their 
current learning and subsequent work. 

https://www.mentimeter.com/
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If you choose to use Turnitin Feedback Studio or Blackboard’s Grade Centre, once students have 
submitted their reflection, their grade is immediately released to you.
 

Idea 2: Self-review

Involve students in actively doing something with the feedback, support, and follow-up. Do not assume 
that students know what to do with their feedback comments, ensure that they know how to use them to 
enhance their learning. Integrating self-review activities within classroom an/or online tasks can be used 
to:

• Encourage reflection on what the feedback means and how students can act on advice

• Encourage students to compare tutor feedback with their own impression of their work

• Involve students in evaluating their next assignment using points arising in previous feedback

• Develop Action Plans

Remember too that students will be motivated to read their feedback if they know that you will be 
following up to check on whether they act on the feedback given or not. 

Self-reflection for students to utilise:

• What are the main points of this feedback? 

• What things attracted positive feedback? 

• What things attracted negative feedback? 

• How can I use this feedback in a future assessment or a future paper? 

• Any other thoughts?

Adapted from Sheffield Hallan University’s “A student guide to using feedback”.

Idea 3: Audio and video feedback (individual or cohort)

Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) such as Blackboard and Turnitin’s Feedback Studio provide 
extremely user-friendly audio feedback functions. Students appreciate how personalised this kind of 
feedback is as it provides your tone of voice and points of emphasis more easily.

When dealing with a large set of assignments, which frequently results in repeated use of similar 
comments, an effective time-saving strategy can be a generic report outlining common weaknesses and 
strengths. You may be able to provide such generic group feedback to the whole cohort more quickly than 
individualised feedback which is dependent on the full moderation process and it may help to encourage 
students to pay attention to the individualised feedback later. 

Some of these ideas have been adapted from the University of East Anglia and Edinburgh Napier 
University.

https://evidencenet.pbworks.com/f/guide+for+students+FINAL.pdf
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To sum up
Clarifying expectations and standards for the learner is a key prerequisite for effective feedback practice 
and a positive feedback culture. As teachers, our feedback needs to be prompt, useful and actionable. 
We can also help scaffold feedback engagement by using learning activities as a way to help students 
understand and engage with:

• What the feedback is telling them

• A shared language about learning, performance and feedback so a dialogue is possible

• How to action the feedback

We will leave you some final food for thought

Carless (2016) poses three questions to ensure that the feedback dialogue is a driver of the learning 
experience: 

• How can we embed feedback dialogues in curriculum/paper design? (Note: the challenge for us may 
be to consider how we can embed feedback dialogues in papers that are already designed)

• How can we sequence assessment tasks in curriculum design to facilitate and not inhibit feedback 
dialogue?

• How can we ensure feedback can inform the next learning activity and learning task?

Consider the assessment and moderation process within your local context. Are 
there areas where technology could be used and might speed up the feedback 
process? What would need to be put in place for you to take advantage of these? 
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